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A Role for the Lymphotoxin/LIGHT Axis in the Pathogenesis of Murine Collagen-Induced Arthritis

Roy A. Fava, Evangelia Notidis, Jane Hunt, Veronika Szanya, Nora Ratcliffe, Apinya Ngam-ek, Antonin R. de Fougerolles, Andrew Sprague, and Jeffrey L. Browning

A lymphotoxin-β (LTβ) receptor-Ig fusion protein (LTβR-Ig) was used to evaluate the importance of the lymphotoxin/LIGHT axis in the development and perpetuation of arthritis. Prophylactic treatment with the inhibitor protein LTβR-Ig blocked the induction of collagen-induced arthritis in mice and adjuvant arthritis in Lewis rats. Treatment of mice with established collagen-induced arthritis reduced the severity of arthritic symptoms and joint tissue damage. However, in a passive model of anti-collagen Ab-triggered arthritis, joint inflammation was not affected by LTβR-Ig treatment precluding LT/LIGHT involvement in the very terminal immune complex/complement/FcR-mediated effector phase. Collagen-II and Mycobacterium-specific T cell responses were not impaired, yet there was evidence that the overall response to the mycobacterium was blunted. Serum titers of anti-collagen-II Abs were reduced especially during the late phase of disease. Treatment with LTβR-Ig ablated follicular dendritic cell networks in the draining lymph nodes, suggesting that impaired class switching and affinity maturation may have led to a decreased level of pathological autoantibodies. These data are consistent with a model in which the LT/LIGHT axis controls microenvironments in the draining lymph nodes. These environments are critical in shaping the adjuvant-driven initiating events that impact the subsequent quality of the anti-collagen response in the later phases. Consequently, blockade of the LT/LIGHT axis may represent a novel approach to the treatment of autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis that involve both T cell and Ab components. The Journal of Immunology, 2003, 171: 115–126.

In the adult immune system, the LT pathway appears to involve communication between subsets of ligand-positive lymphocytes and receptor-positive monocytes, dendritic, and stromal cells (8). In general, this pathway maintains certain microenvironments in the secondary lymphoid organs via the regulation of several specialized reticular stromal cell networks (9, 10). This role has been described best in the context of follicular dendritic cells (FDC). LT, expressed on the surface of B cells, maintains FDCs and potentially non-FDC CD157-positive reticular stromal cells in a fully functional state (9, 11–14). The loss of this maintenance signal results in a rapid collapse of the FDC networks (15, 16). The reticular stromal cells secrete the chemokine B lymphocyte chemottractant (BLC; CXCL13) which recruits CXCR5-positive B cells and follicular helper T cells into the follicle (17–20). BLC can induce LT expression in some of these follicular B cells forming a feedback loop that maintains cellular positioning and polarization of the follicle (11). However, exactly how the progression of an Ab-dependent disease is affected by the lack of a functional BLC secreting reticular cell network and how in turn this affects germinal center (GC) formation has not been examined.

Although the coordination of FDC maturation and B cell positioning by the LT system is relatively well understood at least in the spleen, it is likely that aspects of T cell and dendritic cell function are also affected by the LT/LIGHT system (21). Recent in vivo studies have magnified this point. Administration of the decoy receptor, LTβR-Ig fusion protein (LTβR-Ig) blocked disease development in two T cell-based models, experimental colitis and acute rat experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE), and eliminated relapses in a chronic relapsing EAE model (22) (J. Gommerman and J. L. Browning, unpublished observations). Expression of a LTβR-Ig transgene or pharmacological administration of this agent blocked the emergence of diabetes in the autoimmune nonobese diabetic mouse (23, 24). LTβR-Ig inhibited an acute graft vs host response as well as virus-induced CD8 effector cell
expansion (25, 26). In the case of LCMV infection, autoimmune prone mice could be rescued by LTβR-Ig from a viral shock-induced death (26). The effects on lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus-induced CD8 expansion/maturation were paralleled in the ability of LTβR-Ig or an anti-LTβ Ab to block intestinal graft rejection in a CD4 cell-deficient setting (27). A precise description of the relative roles of LIGHT and LT in T cell activation and differentiation has not yet emerged. LIGHT has been implicated in T cell costimulation, and its overexpression as a transgene led to a T cell-based autoimmune disease (7, 28–30). Genetic deletion of the LIGHT gene decreased CD8 responses in some settings (31).

The efficacy of an anti-LTβ mAb in both transplant rejection and EAE settings (J. Gommerman and J. L. Browning, unpublished observations) indicate that not all of the effects of LTβR-Ig blockade on T cell-based disease models can be attributed simply to the inhibition of LIGHT. Therefore, the LT portion of this axis is clearly critical.

A number of models of autoimmune disease rely on the forced recognition of self by immunization with an autoantigen in the presence of adjuvant containing Mycobacterium tuberculosis. These rodent models include collagen-induced arthritis (CIA), EAE, and similar models of myasthenia gravis, ophoritis, uveitis, and myocarditis. In this study, we have analyzed the role of the LT/LIGHT axis in the adjuvant-driven CIA model and this represents the first such analysis in a complex T and B cell-driven model of autoimmune disease. Analysis of the role of the LT pathway in autoimmune model systems has been complicated by the linkage of the TNF/LT loci to the MHC which precludes facile genetic deletion in autoimmune prone backgrounds and by the absence of lymph nodes (LN) in LT-deficient animals. To avoid these aspects, we have used a pharmacological inhibitor LTβR-Ig and have used the term LT/LIGHT axis to indicate that the activation of LTβR by either ligand will be blocked. Administration of the LTβR-Ig decoy receptor has mimicked most of the events revealed by genetic disruption, such as blockade of LN development and the disruption of splenic architecture, and therefore it is an effective and validated tool. We report here that blocking the LT/LIGHT axis can significantly alter both the development and the progression of CIA, an animal model with many similarities to human rheumatoid arthritis (32). For comparison, two additional arthritis models were analyzed to help assess the intervention points of the LT/LIGHT axis.

Materials and Methods

Abs and reagents

A chimeric protein reagent comprised of the extracellular domain of the murine LTβR and either a wild-type human IgG1-Fc region or the same molecule incorporating a N297Q mutation that removes the Fc domain was expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells and contained <1 endotoxin U per mg of protein. For control proteins, a human LFA-3-human IgG fusion protein was used in preliminary experiments and clinical grade polyclonal human IgG (huIgG) in later experiments. Similar results were obtained with both control proteins.

Induction of arthritis and scoring

Male DBA/1 mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) at 7–9 wk of age were immunized with 100 μl of a 1:1 v/v emulsion of IFA (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) and 0.1 M acetic acid containing 100 μg of chick type II collagen (CII; Chondrex, Seattle, WA) and 350 μg of finely ground heat killed M. tuberculosis (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Weybridge, Surrey, U.K. or Life Technologies). Typically, CII solution was added dropwise to the chilled CFA while a polytron was running to emulsify. In most experiments, equal amounts of emulsion were injected into the dermis of the tail and into the dermis at the tail base. Mice were boosted on day 21 with 100 μg of chick CII in 100 μl of 0.05 N acetic acid by i.p. injection, and mice were monitored for the onset of arthritis. Almost all of these experiments were performed at both the VA Medical Center (White River Junction, VT) and in a strict specific-pathogen-free facility at Biogen (Cambridge, MA) with similar results. Rat adenovirus arthritis experiments were conducted by treating female Lewis rats (five per group) with 400 μg/week LTβR-Ig, aglycosyl-LTβR-Ig, or huIgG. The rats were pretreated for 1 week and then immunized with 0.5 mg of M. tuberculosis in 100 μl of incomplete adjuvant by injection at the base of the tail. The first signs of arthritis were apparent in the huIgG group on day 13. All injections of fusion proteins were i.p.

Mice and rats were scored for severity of arthritis by assigning a score of 0–4 for each limb (0 = no swelling, 1 = swelling in one digit or mild edema, 2 = several digits and moderate swelling, 3 = severe swelling affecting most digits, and 4 = the most severe swelling). Typically, onset of disease occurs over a range of 1–3 wk and affects only one to three paws at a given time point. Affected paws undergo a cycle of increasing swelling maintained for several weeks, followed by decreased swelling and ankylosis. After swelling and inflammation subsides, a severe swelling often begins in another previously unaffected limb. This scoring system reflects these decreases of swelling as the disease progresses, as well as the late onset of disease previously unaffected limbs. A mean disease score was determined by summation of the scores of each joint of each mouse divided by the total number of mice or rats in the group. A mean and SEM were determined, and the level of significance was determined by nonparametric methods. The immune complex deposition model of arthritis was performed using BALB/c mice according to the manufacturer’s instructions as described previously (36). In brief, 2 μg of the mAb mixture (Chondrex) were injected i.p. on day −3 along with 200 μg of human IgG, LTβR-Ig, or murine TNFR55-Ig. On day 0, 25 μg of LPS were administered i.p., and Ig fusion proteins were injected every third day. All experimental procedures were approved by the Veterans Affairs Administration and the Bio- gen Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.

Measurement of isotype-specific anti-CII

Ab titers were quantified by standard ELISA. Plates with 96 wells (Sarsted, Newton, NC) were coated with chick CII (5 μg/ml) in PBS (100 μl/well) for 1 h at 37°C and blocked with PBS containing 1% FBS. Serial dilutions of sera were made in PBS with 1% FBS, and 100 μl were added to triplicate wells and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. Anti-collagen Abs were revealed with isotype-specific (IgM, IgG1, IgG2a) biotin-conjugated goat anti-mouse antisera (Biosource International, Camarillo, CA) and developed with alkaline phosphatase-streptavidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) by conventional methods. To normalize plates, each plate included a serial dilution of control mouse serum. For each serum, the dilution that gave an OD reading of 0.2 was determined by extrapolation and plotted.

Cell isolation, FACS, and ELISPOT

For T cell proliferation measurements, pools of draining inguinal LN or spleens were obtained from groups of 5–10 animals. Cell suspensions obtained from LN or spleen cells were resuspended into calcium- and magnesium-free buffers and filtered through nylon filters (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Because we encountered high background proliferation with cells from LTβR-Ig-treated animals, we used multiple cell isolation techniques. CD4- or CD8-positive T cells were isolated in some experiments by positive selection with FACS, yielding preparations that were >95% pure (Abs CD4, RM4-4 and CD8, 53-6.7 (BD Biosciences). In other experiments, total T cells were obtained by passage over nylon wool columns, and these preparations were typically 75% pure. In yet other experiments (e.g., Fig. 7B), total LN cells were used, and the amount of proliferation was normalized based on FACS data to correct for varying percentages of T cells in the total population. For ex vivo Ag recall proliferation experiments, draining LN cells were cultured in RPMI medium containing 10% FBS, 2-ME, and HEPES buffer for 4 days and pulsed on the last day for 24 h with [3H]thymidine. Denatured pepsin-free T cell proliferation grade I for 1 h at 37°C and 30°C. Genetic deletion of TNFR55-Ig was done in a strict specific-pathogen-free facility at Biogen (Cambridge, MA) with similar results. Rat adenovirus arthritis experiments were conducted by treating female Lewis rats (five per group) with 400 μg/week LTβR-Ig, aglycosyl-LTβR-Ig, or huIgG. The rats were pretreated for 1 week and then immunized with 0.5 mg of M. tuberculosis in 100 μl of incomplete adjuvant by injection at the base of the tail. The first signs of arthritis were apparent in the huIgG group on day 13. All injections of fusion proteins were i.p.

Mice and rats were scored for severity of arthritis by assigning a score of 0–4 for each limb (0 = no swelling, 1 = swelling in one digit or mild edema, 2 = several digits and moderate swelling, 3 = severe swelling affecting most digits, and 4 = the most severe swelling). Typically, onset of disease occurs over a range of 1–3 wk and affects only one to three paws at a given time point. Affected paws undergo a cycle of increasing swelling maintained for several weeks, followed by decreased swelling and ankylosis. After swelling and inflammation subsides, a severe swelling often begins in another previously unaffected limb. This scoring system reflects these decreases of swelling as the disease progresses, as well as the late onset of disease previously unaffected limbs. A mean disease score was determined by summation of the scores of each joint of each mouse divided by the total number of mice or rats in the group. A mean and SEM were determined, and the level of significance was determined by nonparametric methods. The immune complex deposition model of arthritis was performed using BALB/c mice according to the manufacturer’s instructions as described previously (36). In brief, 2 μg of the mAb mixture (Chondrex) were injected i.p. on day −3 along with 200 μg of human IgG, LTβR-Ig, or murine TNFR55-Ig. On day 0, 25 μg of LPS were administered i.p., and Ig fusion proteins were injected every third day. All experimental procedures were approved by the Veterans Affairs Administration and the Bio- gen Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.

Measurement of isotype-specific anti-CII

Ab titers were quantified by standard ELISA. Plates with 96 wells (Sarsted, Newton, NC) were coated with chick CII (5 μg/ml) in PBS (100 μl/well) for 1 h at 37°C and blocked with PBS containing 1% FBS. Serial dilutions of sera were made in PBS with 1% FBS, and 100 μl were added to triplicate wells and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. Anti-collagen Abs were revealed with isotype-specific (IgM, IgG1, IgG2a) biotin-conjugated goat anti-mouse antisera (Biosource International, Camarillo, CA) and developed with alkaline phosphatase-streptavidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) by conventional methods. To normalize plates, each plate included a serial dilution of control mouse serum. For each serum, the dilution that gave an OD reading of 0.2 was determined by extrapolation and plotted.
quantiﬁcation of T and B cell numbers was performed by FACS using B20 and pan-TCR-β Abs.

ELISPOTs of total draining LN and spleen cells were performed as previously described using native chick CII or goat anti-mouse Ig (minimum cross-reactivity; Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA) coated MultiScreen-HA plates (Millipore, Bedford, MA) (37). Cells were added to the wells at various concentrations and incubated for 2 h. Captured mouse IgG was detected with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Southern Biotechnology, Birmingham, AL) and revealed with a 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate-nitroblue tetrazolium kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Errors in most cases were determined by the spread of triplicate determinations using two different cell inputs, i.e., six wells were counted. The data at day 28 were obtained from the analysis of individual animals and then averaged such that data from 12–16 wells were included.

Histology

Formalin-ﬁxed parafﬁn sections were decalciﬁed and stained with safranin-O to highlight proteoglycan. Spleens or draining inguinal LN from four to ﬁve animals were ﬂash frozen into two OCT blocks with one LN from each animal being present on each block. Cryostat sections 6–10 μm thick from each block were acetone ﬁxed and stained with either biotinylated FDC-M2 (Cape Cod Associates, Falmouth, MA) or peanut agglutinin (PNA) coupled to HRP (Sigma-Aldrich) to delineate FDC networks and GCs, respectively. CD4⁺ T cells were identiﬁed with FITC-labeled anti-CD4 Ab (BD Biosciences) followed by detection with an alkaline phosphatase-coupled anti-FTTC Ab (Jackson Immunoresearch). Bound alkaline phosphatase and HRP activities were visualized using the Histomark Red (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD) and the Immunopure Metal Enhanced Diaminobenzamidine substrate kits (Pierce, Rockford, IL), respectively.

Results

Development and progression of CIA is blocked by LTβR-Ig

The CIA model is a commonly used mouse model of human rheumatoid arthritis in which disease is induced by immunization of DBA/1 mice with native CII in CFA in the dermis near the tail. After the primary immunization, mice receive a secondary i.p. immunization in the absence of CFA on day 21. When DBA/1 mice with native CII in CFA in the dermis near the tail.

FIGURE 1. Treatment with LTβR-Ig blocks development of CIA. Mean arthritic indices or percent incidence in CII-immunized DBA/1J mice are shown following various treatments. A and B. Treatment weekly with PBS ( ), LTβR-Ig ( ), or human IgG (■) at 5 mg/kg (100 μg/mouse) started 2 wk before the primary immunization and continued throughout the experiment (n = 15); C, as in A, but with control Ig (■), LTβR-Ig ( ), or an aglycosyl Fc mutated version of LTβR-Ig (○) (n = 10); D, as in A, but with human IgG (■) and LTβR-Ig (☐) dosing from day −14 or with dosing with LTβR-Ig starting at the same time as the immunization (□) (n = 10). Error bars show the SEM. Similar results were obtained in several experiments of the same design.
Safranin-O staining revealed preservation of the proteoglycan content of articular cartilage in the joints of LTβR-Ig-treated animals, whereas joints from control protein-treated animals essentially lacked viable cartilage (Fig. 2). Therefore, treated animals not only had decreased clinical symptoms of disease, but the bone, synovium, and cartilage of the joint were preserved.

**LTβR-Ig inhibits arthritis in established disease**

Because LTβR-Ig treatment could affect the response of a naive animal to collagen/CFA, we wished to determine whether established disease would be affected. Mice were allowed to progress to a disease score of 4 and then randomized into two treatment groups roughly 5 wk postimmunization. After ~10 days of treatment with LTβR-Ig, an ameliorative effect became apparent and was maintained for the next 30 days (Fig. 3). This study was performed twice with similar results. Arthritis in mice treated with the control protein increased to a maximum level of severity significantly higher than that in LTβR-Ig treated mice. Blinded histological analysis of the joints from these animals revealed reduced cartilage loss, cellular infiltrates, pannus formation, bone erosion, and ankylosis, indicating that therapeutic treatment effectively blunts the progression of established disease (Table I).

**Effects of LTβR-Ig on the response to CFA**

Mice immunized with CII and *M. tuberculosis*-containing adjuvant fail to gain weight postimmunization. This effect results from systemic consequences of the inflammatory response triggered by the *M. tuberculosis*, given that CII Ag is not required for weight loss.

![Figure 2](image.jpg) **FIGURE 2.** Safranin-O staining of joints from day 42 mice with CIA to reveal proteoglycan. Collagen-immunized animals were treated with control huIgG (A–C) or LTβR-Ig-treated (D–F) from day –14. Healthy non-immunized joints are presented for comparison (G–I). Shown are sections from the knee joints (A, B, D, E, G, and H) and proximal interphalangeal joints (C, F, and I). Closed arrowheads show safranin-O-positive cartilage surfaces, and the open arrowheads delineate safranin-O-positive growth plate epiphyses. A, C, D, F, G, and I are ×50; B, E, and H are ×200. Sections are representative of a survey of five joints taken from three different animals per group.

Curiously, LTβR-Ig-treated mice that were immunized with either CFA alone or CFA plus CII gained weight more normally, possibly reflecting inhibition of the systemic response to the *M. tuberculosis*-containing adjuvant (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the appearance of the fur of mice during this phase was notably better with LTβR-Ig treatment. Extensive necrosis of the tail at the injection site was visible 7–21 days postimmunization. This necrosis is eventually resolved in all groups, although scarring remains as evidenced by kinks in the tails at the injection site. The tails of LTβR-Ig-treated animals exhibited considerably reduced necrosis, again indicating a reduced local response to the immunization (data not shown). We suspected that the efficacy of LTβR-Ig in CIA hinged on interruption of some fundamental aspect of the adjuvant action of *M. tuberculosis* because an acute rat EAE and an acute allergic myocarditis model were also inhibited by LTβR-Ig treatment (J. Gommeman, J. L. Browning, and R. A. Fava, unpublished observations). Arthritis can be induced in susceptible strains of rats by *Mycobacterium* adjuvant alone, and consequently the Lewis rat adjuvant arthritis model was examined. LTβR-Ig treatment effectively blunted development of disease in this model. LTβR-Ig decreased both incidence and severity in this model and the aglycosyl-LTβR-Ig version also reduced disease severity; however, incidence was not significantly impacted in this case (Fig. 5). This observation strongly implicates the LT/LIGHT pathway in the adjuvant component of these models (Fig. 5).

**LTβR-Ig treatment does not affect passive immune complex-triggered joint inflammation**

The effector phase of the CIA model can be partially mimicked in a model of murine arthritis wherein a mixture of anti-collagen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>huIgG</th>
<th>LTβR-Ig</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartilage</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellularity</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannus</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone erosion</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankylosis</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ANOVA, 6 mice per group, 20 sections from each paw were analyzed in a blinded format. Analysis was conducted on day 75.
cell priming was compromised. A similar increase in background absence of CII Ag and hence the interpretation of any effect on T proliferation by T cells compared with control cells even in the disease in parallel experiments (36). Because LT system (Fig. 6), whereas anti-VLA1 mAb and TNFR55-Ig reduced LT treatment (41–43). Amplification of this process probably involves the alternate complement pathway and subsequent mast cell involvement (41–43). LTβR-Ig treatment did not have an effect in this system (Fig. 6), whereas anti-VLA1 mAb and TNFR55-Ig reduced disease in parallel experiments (36). Because LTβR-Ig was not effective in this effector phase setting, the inflammation triggered by immune complex deposition in the joints and endotoxin-induced monocyte and/or granulocyte activation does not involve the LT/LIGHT axis.

**LTβR-Ig treatment and T cell responses to CII**

Collagen-specific T cells provide help to the B cell and humoral responses necessary for the development of robust disease. Direct measurement of [3H]thymidine incorporation by FACS-sorted CD4 T cells isolated from draining inguinal LNs showed that recall responses to pure denatured pepsin-free collagen were very weak, i.e., about 3000 cpm per 250,000 cells at day 10 post-primary immunization, as has been previously reported (Fig. 7A) (44). This level of response was similar regardless of whether nylon wool-isolated T cells or FACS-sorted CD4 T cells were used in the recall cultures. Treatment with LTβR-Ig led to increased proliferation by T cells compared with control cells even in the absence of CII Ag and hence the interpretation of any effect on T cell priming was compromised. A similar increase in background proliferation was noted in a study of experimental myasthenia gravis in LT-deficient animals (45). Analysis of spleen cells was also plagued by similar spontaneous T cell proliferation (data not

**FIGURE 4.** Mycobacterium-driven weight loss in DBA/1 mice is blunted by LTβR-Ig treatment. Mice were either naive and untreated (●) or injected with M. tuberculosis and dosed with either control human IgG (■), or LTβR-Ig (□). Protein treatments were given once weekly starting at day −7 relative to the M. tuberculosis injection. Weights of LTβR-Ig-treated groups from day 6 onward were significantly improved relative to control human Ig-treated animals (ANOVA p < 0.05; n = 8).

**FIGURE 5.** LTβR-Ig blocks adjuvant arthritis in Lewis rats. Disease scores ± SEM are shown for animals injected with CFA on day 0 (n = 5). Rats were treated once weekly from day −14 with control human Ig (■), LTβR-Ig (□), or aglycosyl-LTβR-Ig (○).

**FIGURE 6.** LTβR-Ig does not affect acute anti-CII mAb-driven arthritis. Disease scores ± SEM are shown for mice given an anti-CII mAb mixture on day −3 followed by 25 μg of LPS on day 0. Control human IgG (■), LTβR-Ig (□), or TNFR55-Ig (○) was injected (10 mg/kg) on day −3 and every third day thereafter.

**FIGURE 7.** Effects of LTβR-Ig treatment on T cell proliferation. A, CD4T cells from the draining inguinal LN were obtained at day 10 by FACS sorting and stimulated with 50 μg/ml chick CII or 10 μg/ml PPD as indicated. Left hand graphs, [3H]thymidine incorporation; right hand graphs, IFN-γ production. The wells contained 250,000 T cells and 300,000 irradiated splenic APC. B, Proliferation analysis similar to that in A using total inguinal LN cells (400,000/well) obtained from animals at day 24 (3 days post-booster injection). The counts per minute in the LTβR-Ig group were multiplied by a factor of 0.64 to account for the higher proportion of T cells in these LN. Bars, ± SE of triplicate wells. Cells from animals treated from day 0 with either control protein (■) and LTβR-Ig (□). C, Serum IFN-γ levels were measured after the primary immunization. Animals were injected in the tail with either Mycobacterium-containing CFA adjuvant without Ag (○), or with CII Ag (■, □) and were treated from day −14 with either control protein (●, ■) or LTβR-Ig (□, ○). Sera from four animals per group were analyzed individually, and the average ± SE for each time point is plotted. K, Thousands.
shown). In parallel, robust anti-PPD responses were observed in both draining LN and spleen, but LTβR-Ig inhibition did not affect the level of [3H]thymidine uptake (Fig. 7A). When 200,000 FACS sorted CD8 T cells per well were analyzed, there was no CII-induced proliferation in the control group or increased background proliferation after in vivo LTβR-Ig treatment (data not shown). The effect of LTβR-Ig on naive T cell priming and expansion is being analyzed in more tractable systems with stronger T cell responses, e.g., OVA-transgenic TCR- and the myelin basic protein/CFA- and cardiac myosin/CFA-driven systems (J. Gommerman and J. L. Browning, unpublished observations; R. A. Fava, unpublished observations). Quantitation of IFN-γ production within these CII recall cultures showed no inhibition by in vivo LTβR-Ig treatment (Fig. 7A). Despite the increased background proliferation induced by LTβR-Ig treatment, IFN-γ secretion in the absence of Ag was not elevated. We speculate that in the transition into in vitro culture conditions, a loss of suppression occurred, resulting in elevated spontaneous proliferation. In the OVA DO.11 TCR-transgenic system, in vivo LTβR-Ig treatment did not affect cell expansion, but did inhibit the recall proliferation (J. Gommerman, unpublished observations).

Collagen-induced T cell responses were more robust in cells derived from the draining LN at days 24–28, i.e., 3–7 days after the secondary immunization. Cells from LTβR-Ig-dosed animals still exhibited some increased background responses; however, there was little inhibition of the recall response by in vivo treatment with LTβR-Ig (Fig. 7B). Circulating IFN-γ levels in the blood of immunized animals were also quantitated. There was an increase in serum IFN-γ levels during the 2 wk following Mycobacterium injection. In animals pretreated from day −14 with LTβR-Ig, there was a significant decrease in serum IFN-γ levels (Fig. 7C). The circulating IFN-γ levels may be a surrogate measure of in vivo T cell activity, although monocytes could be a source. Because the general T cell response to CII was relatively weak after the primary immunization, we suspect that the effects on systemic IFN-γ are indicative of an effect of LTβR-Ig on the

FIGURE 8. LTβR-Ig treatment affects FDC networks and GC formation in the spleen and draining inguinal LN. Sections labeled naive were obtained from nonimmunized DBA/1 mice; all other sections were derived from CII/CFA-immunized mice that were treated from day 0 with either control huIgG or LTβR-Ig. FDC networks were delineated by staining with FDC-M2 (brown) and GCs were stained with PNA (brown). All sections were stained for CD4 (red). Magnification ×100; images are representative of a minimum of four inguinal LN or spleens from four different animals.
adjuvant-induced changes, although direct in vivo modulation of T cell responses cannot be excluded.

**Altersations in lymphoid architecture after LTβR-Ig treatment of DBA/1 mice**

Changes in splenic architecture after LTβR-Ig treatment or genetic ablation of the LT system have been well defined; however, there has not been a description of the effects of LT/LIGHT inhibition on the inflamed LN after immunization with CFA (15, 16). Given the importance of Ig responses in the CIA model, we analyzed the DBA/1 spleens and draining LN throughout days 14 through 42 for the presence of FDC-M2-positive FDC networks and GCs. In the spleen, as expected, FDC networks were readily ablated by LTβR-Ig treatment (Fig. 8 and Table II). In general, DBA/1 spleens from naive mice in clean colonies possess zero to four GCs per section as defined by PNA staining. GC formation did not substantially occur in the spleens from most animals injected with CFA/CII; however, the spleens from some animals had many GCs, with 30–90% of the follicles being occupied by GCs. For example, 1 of 9 spleens at days 14–21 had >10 GCs per field, and within one experiment (Table II, Expt. I), only 4 of 16 control Ig-treated spleens collected between days 21 and 42 had high numbers of GCs. We suspect that this variation depends on whether the capillary integrity at the immunization site was grossly breached; therefore, we have not included GC numbers in Table II. It is likely that the spleen does not normally make a major contribution to the primary Ab responses following the standard CIA immunization protocol. Finally, the marginal zone architecture is severely disrupted by LTβR-Ig treatment (46), a finding also evident in this study. In addition to GCs, PNA stains the edge of the marginal zone, and this staining was ablated by treatment (Fig. 8).

In the inguinal LN, FDC networks were visible within each follicle. On LTβR-Ig treatment of immunized animals, FDC networks had disappeared by day 14 and remained absent for up to day 42 postimmunization (Fig. 8). Sometimes, very faint networks were visible at day 28, i.e., day 7 after the secondary boost; however, they had disappeared by day 42. The particular networks shown in Fig. 8 were the most prominent ones we were able to find. In other experiments, no networks were visible from days 21 to 42. Typically, small PNA-positive GCs were present at the level of 2–4 per LN section in the absence of immunization. After the primary immunization, prominent GCs were present in the LN from control-treated mice, but their numbers were reduced by LTβR-Ig treatment, although there was some variability in the GC content in replicate experiments (Table II). It appears that with the onset of LTβR-Ig treatment at day 0, the full effects on GC content occur between 3 and 4 wk later. PNA-positive GCs were clearly found in a complete absence of FDC-M2-positive FDC networks. In all cases examined to date, LTβR-Ig treatment eliminated all FDC markers in parallel, i.e., type 1 complement receptor, FDC-M1, FDC-M2, and mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule expression (15, 16). Whether the inhibitory effects of LTβR-Ig treatment on GCs are linked to abortive formation of GCs after the secondary immunization or simply a general decay in the ability to maintain a robust ongoing GC reaction is not clear. In either case, GC formation is impaired by LTβR-Ig treatment in the inflamed peripheral LN.

**Effects of LT on anti-collagen Ab responses**

After CIA immunization, animals develop the Abs specific for mouse CII that are the major inducers of joint-specific damage (32, 44, 45). Inhibition of anti-CII Ab responses in the sera of mice treated with LTβR-Ig from day ≈14. A, Total IgG CII specific Ab titters were analyzed by ELISA on native chicken CII-coated plates during the course of the CIA model. B, IgG1 and IgG2a CII-specific Ab titters were determined at day 105. Reciprocals of the anti-CII titers are plotted for each LTβR-Ig treated (□) and hulgG-treated mouse (○). Bars, Mean values; *, p < 0.05.

![Table II: Effects of LTβR-Ig treatment on the numbers of FDC networks and GCs](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Per whole LN section</th>
<th>Per splenic field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FDC networks</td>
<td>GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt. I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.6 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>6.3 ± 2.2</td>
<td>7.2 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.8 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>8.1 ± 4.0</td>
<td>8.0 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>2.3 ± 4.0</td>
<td>3.3 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>6.6 ± 4.7</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt. II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>12.3 ± 9.8</td>
<td>12.0 ± 10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.5 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>4.3 ± 4.9</td>
<td>3.8 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>7.7 ± 9.9</td>
<td>2.7 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>hulgG</td>
<td>11.8 ± 29</td>
<td>5.8 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Treatments were started at day 0 relative to the primary immunization. “None” refers to a DBA/1 spleen that was not injected with CFA/CII and did not receive any protein treatments.

* FDC-M2-positive FDCs and all PNA-positive GCs were scored within typically four to five LN sections from four to five animals.

* The number of networks per ×50 field were scored which typically included approximately one-half of a sagittal section of a spleen from a CFA/CII-immunized DBA/1 mouse.
44). At day 14, the sera of mice treated with LTβR-Ig for 2 wk had reduced total CII-specific titers; yet by day 28, the titers were similar (Fig. 9A). Likewise, little inhibition of total Ig or IgG2a levels was observed in the day 28–42 period in the absence or presence of pretreatment (data not shown), but a significant decrease in titers was observed at later time points, i.e., day 70 and later. The inhibitory effect in the late phase was most pronounced in the anti-CII IgG2a titers (Fig. 8B). IgG1 levels were less affected and IgM titers remained the same (data not shown). In some cases, the titers were determined on autologous mouse CII, and similar (Fig. 8A) reduced total CII-specific titers; yet by day 28, the titers were 4-fold in the draining LN at days 28–42 (data not shown). In control treatment groups, IgG1 levels were less affected and IgM antibodies remained the same (data not shown). In some cases, the titers were determined on autologous mouse CII, and similar (Fig. 8A) reduced total CII-specific titers; yet by day 28, the titers were 4-fold in the draining LN at days 28–42 (data not shown). In control treatment groups, IgG1 levels were less affected and IgM antibodies remained the same (data not shown).

Day Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment/Note</th>
<th>No. of Anti-CII-Secreting Cells</th>
<th>No. of IgG-Secreting Cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10^6 B cells LN</td>
<td>10^6 B cells LN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(±SE) per</td>
<td>(±SE) per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draining inguinal LN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>huIgG CFA only</td>
<td>1.7 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0 ± 0</td>
<td>7 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>170 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>0 ± 0</td>
<td>761 ± 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>570 ± 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>1,949 ± 58</td>
<td>7,358 ± 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>161 ± 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>568 ± 108</td>
<td>4,030 ± 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondraining axillary/brachial LN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>75 ± 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>108 ± 14</td>
<td>660 ± 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>220 ± 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>1,159 ± 287</td>
<td>5,808 ± 704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>huIgG</td>
<td>54 ± 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTβR-Ig</td>
<td>31 ± 21</td>
<td>363 ± 49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Treatments were started at day 0 relative to the primary immunization. All groups were immunized with CII/CFA except the control treatment group. The numbers of such cells in the draining LN by ELISPOT analysis were determined using the percentages of B220+ cells obtained by FACS. ELISPOT analyses of CII-specific ASC in total draining inguinal LN and nondraining axillary/brachial LN cells. Errors were determined by triplicate determinations using two different cell inputs; i.e., six wells were counted. ASC per 10^6 B220 cells were determined using the numbers of such cells in the draining LN by ELISPOT analysis. In accordance with previous observations, we found that in the draining LN after CFA injection without CII Ag (37). This number was roughly maintained through day 42. In contrast, the nondraining axillary and brachial LN contained ~8 ASC per 10^6 B lymphocytes; this value increased to 70 by day 28. Whether this increase reflected dissemination of CII-specific B cells to the nondraining LN or emergence of CIA disease in the forelimbs and hence transport of CII Ag into these LN is not clear. Within the draining LN, CII-specific ASC constituted ~10–15% of the total IgG-secreting cells also in approximate agreement with previous estimates (37). Thus, CIA is similar to the related K/BxN model, where a substantial percentage of ASC in the draining LN are directed against a different autoantigen, i.e., glucose phosphate isomerase (GPI) (47). LTβR-Ig treatment initially increased the frequency at day 14 and then reduced the frequency of CII-ASC 4-fold in the draining LN at days 28–42 (Table III). Why there was a short term increase in ASC in the LN at day 16 is not clear. A similar trend toward decreased CII-specific ASC numbers in the draining LN was also observed at days 28–42 (Table II). Therefore, the decreased cellularity at days 28–42 into account, the total plasma cell numbers per LN were decreased ~40 fold by LTβR-Ig treatment in the draining LN. The effects of LTβR-Ig on the cell numbers and composition of the LN will be addressed in a separate publication (J. L. Browning and R. A. Fava, manuscript in preparation).

The frequency of ASC in the spleen was ~10-fold lower than that in the draining LN (2.5×10^6 B cells at day 28), and modulation by LTβR-Ig treatment was not observed (data not shown). However, due to the large numbers of B cells in a spleen, both the spleen and the pair of draining inguinal LN each contained ~2000 CIA-ASC in total at day 42. The four nondraining axillary and brachial LN by comparison contained collectively ~120 CII-specific ASC. Thus, the ability of LTβR-Ig treatment to reduce plasma cell numbers occurred during the same period as disease development and may contribute to its efficacy in preventing CIA.

**Discussion**

These results demonstrate that LTβR-Ig, a dual inhibitor of the LT and LIGHT pathways, blocked the development of disease in both the CIA and adjuvant arthritis models of arthritis and, moreover, reduced established disease in the CIA model. In the CIA model, immunization of mice bearing a permissive H2 haplotype with heterologous (chick) CII and CFA initiates a T-dependent B cell response to autologous (mouse) CII. Both the T and B cell arms of the response are necessary for robust disease development (44). CII-specific Abs are formed, they deposit within the joints, and inflammatory joint destruction is initiated and sustained by immune system recognition of these immune complex deposits (32,
The development of a pathological anti-collagen Ab response is T cell dependent (44). The direct contribution of effector T cells to the joint damage is less clear, and once disease has been initiated, ablation of CD4 T cells is ineffective (48). This observation suggests that the late phase is driven by immune complex-triggered events and that CD4 T cells do not contribute substantially. To dissect the effects of LTβR-Ig in this system, it is useful to separate the CIA model into the immunological drivers of the autoreactive disease, i.e., T and B cell-mediated events and the effector phase inflammatory mechanisms. The observed efficacy of LTβR-Ig when given either prophylactically or therapeutically after disease onset suggests involvement of the LT/LIGHT axis at multiple levels. The lack of substantial disease development when LTβR-Ig treatment was given prophylactically most likely reflects intervention at the immunological level, and we discuss this observation first.

The ability of LTβR-Ig to prevent CIA without an Fc domain capable of binding FcRIII led us to conclude that cellular depletion is not a major component of the efficacy of this chimeric LTβR-Ig antagonist. Additional findings consistent with this interpretation include similar data in an acute rat EAE model, the inability of LTβR-Ig to impact staphylococcal enterotoxin B-induced T cell expansion in vivo and the ability of LTβR-Ig to elicit the full spectrum of altered splenic architecture in FcR-deficient mice (J. L. Browning, unpublished observations). LTβR-Ig blocks both LIGHT and LT activity, and the dissection of these two components has been difficult. We have attempted to assess the role of LIGHT by the use of a LIGHT-specific inhibitor HVEM-Ig. This agent had no efficacy in the CIA model, although in the absence of a positive control system for this reagent, we are still guarded in our interpretation of this result. Furthermore, the antigenicity of a blocking hamster anti-LTβ mAb prevents its long term usage in the CIA model (J. L. Browning, unpublished observations). Therefore, we cannot definitively delineate between the LT and LIGHT pathways in this setting.

Because the development of disease in both CIA and adjuvant arthritis was blocked and similar observations were made in the acute EAE model and an experimental autoimmune myositis model (R. A. Fava, unpublished observations), it is apparent that Mycobacterium adjuvant-driven events are affected by LTβR pathway inhibition. The development of a robust autoreactive immune response in these rodent models relies on the ability of the Mycobacterium adjuvant to create a favorable microenvironment in the draining LN, thereby promoting an efficient immune response. Current models invoke recognition of pathogen associated molecular patterns by the innate immune system followed by up-regulation of costimulatory molecules on APC and cytokine/chemokine production. In this study, we noticed several effects of LTβR-Ig treatment that are consistent with a decreased response to the Mycobacterium or downstream sequelae. Weight loss induced by CFA was blunted, possibly reflecting reduced production of cachexia-inducing agents, e.g., TNF. Reduced necrosis at the injection site may be indicative of either a decreased innate immune reaction or reduction of a granuloma or DTH-like response at the site of Ag/adjuvant depot. Markedly decreased levels of circulating IFN-γ induced by collagen were also noted with LTβR-Ig treatment. These aspects may be consistent with ineffective generation of a conducive microenvironment. Although a defect in the production of IL-12 by DCs from LT-deficient mice has been reported, a precise description of the LT/LIGHT-dependent events that occur in response to immunization with Mycobacterium awaits further work (49).

The efficiency of the immune system resides in large part on the specialized architecture that promotes precisely timed cell-cell encounters in specific locations in lymphoid organs. Some of these architectural and trafficking phenomena are greatly influenced by responses to the mycobacterium in adjuvant and the cytokines that are generated when CFA is deposited with Ag in the dermis. Several studies have described the profound changes following CFA administration that occur in the spleen, e.g. myelopoiesis (50, 51). More recently, a specific and essential role played by the draining LN was revealed in studies on the KBxN model of arthritis, the nonobese diabetic mouse model of diabetes, and in contact hyper-sensitivity reactions (47, 52, 53). Interestingly, in the case of CIA, disease develops only weakly without CFA, and a spleen is not required (54). LTβR-Ig is also capable of blocking inflammatory disease development in models that do not rely on CFA administration, e.g., colitis and diabetes (22–24, 55). Therefore, we favor the view that the microenvironment in the draining LN is the important determinant of the immunological response leading to CIA.

The LT system plays an important role in governing the status of the reticular elements in the secondary lymphoid tissues, and these networks are the basic organizers of the local microenvironments (3). For these reasons, we have focused our analyses on the inguinal LN which drain the initial immunization site in CIA.

To dissect the effects of LTβR-Ig on T cell vs B cell responses, we attempted to measure CIA-induced T cell proliferation, but were hampered for several reasons. First, when in vitro proliferation was measured in a recall format at days 10–12 after the primary immunization with pure pepsin-free collagen, only weak responses are detected (44, 56). Secondly, CD4+ T cells, whether isolated from the spleen or the draining LN of LTβR-Ig-treated CIA/CFA immunized animals, proliferated spontaneously at higher levels compared with cells from control-treated animals. Given the very small level of CIA-specific T cell stimulation, the addition of a heightened basal proliferation obfuscated the results. We do not yet understand why LTβR-Ig treatment induced a heightened basal proliferation rate, although the loss of a suppressive microenvironment may be involved. Likewise, recall responses to collagen following the boost again revealed somewhat higher background proliferation in LTβR-Ig-treated cells especially from the draining LN, although now it is clear that a T cell response of CIA had occurred during the primary response, even in treated animals. By using a clonotypic marker in related studies, it was found that LTβR-Ig treatment did not inhibit T cell priming and expansion in both the D0.11 and OT1 OVA-specific systems, but it did inhibit a T cell recall response in an acute rat EAE model (J. Gommerman, unpublished results; L. LeFranc, unpublished observations). We currently favor a model whereby maturation into effector T cells is affected by LT pathway inhibitors, but analysis of such activity in the CIA model format is especially problematic.

The generation of pathogenic anti-CII Abs is pivotal to this model and very high levels of these Abs are found in the serum of arthritic mice, i.e., approaching 10% of the total circulating Ig (57). The early anti-CII responses were delayed by treatment of mice with LTβR-Ig similar to an earlier report for an anti-keyhole limpet hemocyanin response in LTβR-Ig-treated animals (46). From days 21 to 42, only slight or no inhibition was observed. However, substantial inhibition was found at days 70–105 when the full repertoire of affinity matured anti-autologous collagen Abs should be manifested. The effect of LTβR-Ig treatment was most pronounced in the IgG2a titer. This reduced level of class switching may reflect the lack of fully functional GC reactions or the reduced

*J. Gommerman and J. L. Browning. A role for surface lymphotoxin in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis independent of LIGHT. Submitted for publication.*
levels of available IFN-γ, because IFN-γ promotes isotype switching to IgG2a. However, the magnitude of this effect is questionable (58).

The affinity of the anti-CII response was shown to increase 100-fold between the primary and secondary immunizations and this maturation most likely occurs within the GC reaction (59). FDC networks are an essential component of the GC reaction and because these networks can be ablated by LTβR-Ig treatment, there is a potential link between treatment and the quality of the anti-CII responses. In both the LN and spleens, FDC networks were eliminated by LTβR-Ig treatment with only a few rather sparse networks being observed after the day 21 Ag boost. Similar effects on the networks in both LN and spleens were noted in monkeys (16). GC numbers were also reduced especially in the late phase of the response. Therefore, it is likely that the quality of the secondary phase of the Ab response is impaired by the lack of FDC networks. In an analogous system, the lack of complement receptors led to a reduction in affinity maturation (60). At low doses of nitrophenyl haptenated Ag, both the magnitude of the Ab response and affinity maturation were impaired in mice genetically deficient for either LTα or LTβR (61, 62). This inhibition was not observed at a higher dose of Ag indicating that other elements; e.g., B cells can supplant the FDC for presentation purposes. In the case of CII as Ag, it is not clear whether the 100 μg of CII protein is a low or a high dose; therefore, the exact impact of altered FDC networks on the quality of the anti-CII response remains unresolved. This problem is complicated by a lack of information on what is required for a pathological anti-CII response. For example, mixtures of anti-collagen mAbs are required to elicit disease when administered passively and a recent analysis of the anti-GPI Abs that mediate chronic arthritis and cause disease in the analogous K/BxN model have highlighted the complex nature of arthritogenic Abs (63, 64). Consequently, according to these studies, the pathogenic potential is likely to be a subtle combination of the magnitude, isotype composition, affinity, and exact epitope specificity of the autoantibody response.

The observed reduction in IgG2a titers could impact the development of CIA by affecting activation of the classical complement arm. Passive immunization of naive rats with anti-CII sera originally implicated the IgG2a subclass of anti-CII Abs in the disease pathology, presumably due to the ability of IgG2a to effectively fix complement. Recent work revealed an obligate role for complement in the development of joint disease in both CIA and GPl models (64, 65). Conversely, IgGl anti-GPl mAb cocktails were fully active in the passive K/BxN model and efficient activation of the alternate complement pathway by IgGl Abs underlies this result (64). Moreover, despite severely reduced IgG2a levels in IFN-γ receptor-deficient mice, CIA is more severe than in normal mice (50). Perhaps, other aspects of the disease progression can compensate for the lack of IgG2a anti-collagen titers in these particular cases. We speculate that poor quality (e.g., low affinity) anti-CII Abs emerge in the absence of FDC networks, and this aspect is a major component of the efficacy of LTβR-Ig in CIA. Further analyses of affinity maturation in this system are ongoing.

ASC that secrete mouse CII-specific Abs are most likely the predominant cells accounting for the anti-CII titers. The percentage of plasma cells found in the total B cell population from LN or spleen was reduced ~4-fold by LTβR antagonism at days 28–42. However, because there was an ~5- to 10-fold decrease in total leukocytes per LN in LTβR-Ig-treated mice, the number of ASC in the draining LN was ~40-fold lower than in control animals. LTβR-Ig treatment similarly reduced cell numbers in Peyer’s patches (55), and a detailed description of this effect on inflamed peripheral LN will be presented in a separate publication. The pronounced reduction in ASC numbers suggests that either cells are trafficking elsewhere or they are not being readily replenished. Given that the GC reaction is a source of both plasma cells and memory B cells, it is possible that the lack of functional GCs at the latter time points contributes to the reduced plasma cell numbers. Why such a decrease is not reflected in the anti-CII Ab titers is somewhat puzzling. It is possible that changes are occurring, but they are obfuscated by the large anti-CII titers present following the primary response and their relatively long serum half-life. The reduced numbers of CII-specific plasma cells at day 42 are likely to account for the reduced Ab titers seen at the later stage, i.e., after 7–8 wk.

LTβR-Ig arrested the progression of established CIA disease; this level of efficacy was comparable with the effects of TNF blockade in this model (66). At this point after onset of disease, the immunological drivers of the disease have been established; i.e., T cells capable of providing help to B cells are present and serum anti-collagen titers are already high. Because the titers of anti-collagen Abs were not altered at this point by LTβR-Ig treatment and circulating IgG has a relatively long life span in the blood, it is unlikely that modulation of the Ig response can account for the efficacy on established disease. This is an assumption given that one cannot readily monitor the titers of the actual pathological Abs. In the anti-collagen mAb/LPS model of acute arthritis, local immune complex deposits are presumably recognized by LPS-activated macrophages. Studies on the similar anti-GPl Ab model indicate that the effector phase inflammatory cascade is promoted by immune complex interactions with Fc receptors, alternate complement cascade components and mast cell amplification (42, 43). Because arthritis in the passive anti-CII/LPS model was not impacted by LTβR-Ig treatment, the more terminal components of the effector phase are likely to be LT/LIGHT independent. Indeed, direct proinflammatory effects of LTβR activation on macrophages or granulocytes have not been described. Because the anti-collagen mAb/LPS model is sensitive to inhibitors of TNF- and VLA1-mediated cell trafficking, the activity of LTβR-Ig differs from that of a TNF inhibitor at least in this effector phase setting (36).

Recent studies do suggest one potential LTβR-mediated effect that could account for activity at the established disease level. We have observed that LTβR activation in the HT29 epithelial tumor line and in primary endothelial cells resulted in robust induction of the ligands for CXCR3, i.e., monocyte IFN-γ-inducible protein, IFN-γ-inducible protein-10, and IFN-inducible T cell-α chemoattractant, and we have detected the presence of these chemokines in the serum of mice injected with an LTβR agonist mAb (C. Wilson, M. Lukashev, and J. L. Browning, unpublished observations). Because CXCR3 is critical for B, Th1, and NK cell migration into inflamed tissue in several settings, LTβR-Ig may blunt trafficking into the inflamed effector sites (67, 68). In accordance with our results, rejection of intestinal transplants appears to involve production of the monocyte IFN-γ-inducible protein chemokine, and its synthesis was also blocked by LT inhibition (27). Furthermore, inhibition of IFN-γ-inducible protein-10 led to reduced arthritis in the rat adjuvant arthritis model (69).

Here we have shown that antagonism of the LT/LIGHT axis with the LTβR-Ig decoy receptor blocked development of arthritis and ameliorated established disease in a rodent model. Thus, modulation of this axis led to inhibition not only of the immunological driver stage, but also the effector phase in established disease. As such, the action of this inhibitor appears to lie at multiple levels. First, there appear to be ill-defined effects on the Mycobacterium-induced events that may reflect modulation of the innate immune system. Second, long term Ig production is affected with potential modulation of the quality of the pathogenic Ab response and a very significant reduction in the numbers of ASC. This aspect could
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